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(a) Gazing Heads: Round-table discussion where gaze between all interlocutors is present due to rotation of heads.

(b) Tiled View: Traditional video conferencing where gaze cues are absent.

Fig. 1. Snapshots of the Gazing Heads (a) and Tiled View (b) simulations taken during our user study: They show the view of
the fourth participant in a virtual discussion. We found that with Gazing Heads it is effortlessly apparent who is looking at whom.
Gazing Heads proved beneficial for social presence and user engagement.

Videoconferencing has become a ubiquitous medium for collaborative work. It does suffer however from various drawbacks such as
zoom fatigue. This paper addresses the quality of user experience by exploring an enhanced system concept with the capability of
conveying gaze and attention. Gazing Heads is a round-table virtual meeting concept that uses only a single screen per participant. It
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2 Schuessler et al.

enables direct eye contact, and signals gaze via controlled head rotation. The technology to realise this novel concept is not quite
mature though, so we built a camera-based simulation for four simultaneous videoconference users.

We conducted a user study comparing Gazing Heads with a conventional “Tiled View” video conferencing system, for 20 groups
of 4 people, on each of two tasks. The study found that head rotation clearly conveys gaze and strongly enhances the perception of
attention. Measurements of turn-taking behaviour did not differ decisively between the two systems (though there were significant
differences between the two tasks). A novel insight in comparison to prior studies is that there was a significant increase in mutual eye
contact with Gazing Heads, and that users clearly felt more engaged, encouraged to participate and more socially present.

Overall, participants expressed a clear preference for Gazing Heads. These results suggest that fully implementing the Gazing Heads
concept, using modern computer vision technology as it matures, could significantly enhance the experience of videoconferencing.

CCS Concepts: • Human-centered computing→ Collaborative and social computing systems and tools; Empirical studies
in collaborative and social computing; Empirical studies in HCI.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Since the beginning of the Covid-19 pandemic, video-conferencing has seen an unprecedented scale of adoption.
Despite the benefits, “zoom fatigue” has become a major concern. One cause is the lack of non-verbal communication
cues [4, 53], including gaze. Gaze cues serves crucial functions in regulating turn-taking, providing feedback, signalling
attention, and conveying intimacy and emotions [2, 35, 39]. They increase group engagement, collective performance,
and creativity [10, 54]. In today’s typical video conferencing systems, each user views the other users only frontally,
confined to a small screen. We refer to this kind of layout as a “Tiled View”. Because of gaze misalignment, and because
all users receive the same view, users cannot perceive who is gazing at whom. Conversation is measurably and palpably
different from a face-to-face encounter [41, 58]. Alternative communication cues are needed [4] to help perceive others’
communicative acts and avoid misunderstandings [54].

We envision a system, Gazing Heads, in which each user sees the others displayed on their single-screen display, with
gaze and attention conveyed through synthesised head rotation. Gazing Heads would use hardware which all video-
conference users already own — a single screen, single camera, and microphone, with no need for additional displays
or wearables. We anticipate that head rotation could soon be synthesisable in real-time, with sufficient realism, using
software only [23, 71], once issues such as graphical realism [26], the uncanny valley effect, delays and synchronisation
issues in high-quality video transmission are solved.

We built a simulation of Gazing Heads for four users using seven cameras placed around each user. The illusion of
head rotation is created by transitioning between cameras. Our within-groups user study (N=80) compared Gazing
Heads with Tiled View (Figure 1), with 20 groups of 4 participants, all tackling two different tasks. The first task was a
group discussion about a controversial topic; the second was a game where participants were assigned specific roles
with conflicting objectives. We used a wider variety of measures than prior gaze studies [27, 38, 52, 58, 64, 69] to
gain more detailed insights. Objective measures of gazing behaviour and turn-taking were recorded, together with
subjective ones, via questionnaires inspired by previous work. There were interviews at the end of each session to
obtain qualitative insights.
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Results show that simulated head rotation in Gazing Heads indeed conveys gaze and attention. Participants knew
better when they or others were being addressed. Compared with Tiled View, users experienced a higher degree of social
presence and engagement. We observed a significant increase in mutual gaze but there was no significant difference in
turn-taking.

This summarise our work:

• we conceptualise Gazing Heads which provides higher levels of gaze realism and is anticipated to be feasibly
implementable on standard laptop computers in the near future;

• we built a four-party experimental rig to test the idea that synthetic head-rotation enhances videoconferencing;
• we ran a study with more participants (𝑁 = 80) and using a wider range of measures than earlier work;
• making gaze perceivable (Gazing Heads) is found to improve the perception of attention in videoconferences;
• control over head rotation significantly enhances mutual eye contact, social presence and user engagement;
• interviews and questionnaires show that users prefer Gazing Heads over Tiled View, suggesting that by tackling
missing gaze cues a major factor of zoom fatigue could be alleviated, once the technicalities of real-time
synthesised head rotation are solved.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK

Gazing Heads would operate on a single screen without additional hardware while providing live, gaze-aware video,
including third-party gaze. But what are the alternatives? There are four classes of telepresence systems that make gaze
perceivable. Group-to-group systems (e.g. [45, 48, 49]) enable video-mediated communication for spatially separated
groups of people. One-to-many systems (e.g. [34, 37, 62]) represent one remotely located interlocutor to a group.
One-to-one systems (e.g. [40]) focus on the video-mediated conversation between two interlocutors. Virtual meeting
room systems (e.g. [58, 70]) have each spatially separated interlocutor joining individually, and Gazing Heads is in
this class. In standard virtual meeting room systems, the same view of each user, taken from that user’s single camera,
usually placed above the screen, is transmitted to all other participants. This introduces misalignments hindering
gaze-awareness. Direct eye contact misalignment occurs when a user is being looked at but that gaze is misaligned.
Third-party gaze misalignment occurs when a user is being looked at by another user, but the observing third party
does not perceive this respective gaze. Many methods only focus on direct eye contact while ignoring third-party
gaze [19, 27, 29, 33, 38, 74]. Gazing Heads addresses both issues.

2.1 Technology for virtual meeting rooms

Gaze-aware Virtual meetings can also be created using Virtual Reality (VR) (e.g. [63]) or Augmented Reality (AR)
(e.g. [50]) but they demand substantial hardware: tracking devices, head-mounted displays, and powerful GPUs.
Moreover, avatars lack realism [5, 6, 12, 55], obscure social cues [43, 47], and uncanny valley effects are evident [43, 47].

Given that AR/VR is expensive and unrealistic, an alternative is camera-based systems, and we found five precedents,
as depicted in Figure 2. Their technical capabilities are compared with standard video-conferencing in Figure 3.

The first three systems use ante-hoc correction — avoiding gaze misalignment before images are recorded. A 1:1
physical-virtual space mapping, with dedicated cameras and displays for each interlocutor, is arranged to coincide with
the virtual mapping and foster active head turning. The MAJIC system by Okada et al. [46] places cameras behind two
life-sized projections of interlocutors (Figure 2a) — three users in all. The Hydra system by Sellen [58] uses three small
screens with integrated cameras instead of projections (Figure 2b), supporting four users. Both systems require special
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(a) MAJIC [46]: Two cameras are placed
behind the life-sized projections of inter-
locutors on half-transparent film. The spa-
tial arrangements of displays and cam-
eras preserve direct eye contact and third-
party-directed gaze. This setup introduces
considerable hardware requirements.

(b) Hydra [58]: Each interlocutor is as-
signed their own, physically separated
screen and camera, preserving gaze and
head rotation as non-verbal cues. The
small separated displays encourage active
head turning but also introduce usability
issues.

(c) IC3 [64]: Using a camera for each in-
terlocutor shown on screen, this compact
three-party system allows for direct eye-
contact. Observers can recognise whether
they are being looked at, but third party-
directed gaze is not conveyed accurately.

(d) GAZE-2 [70]: Three cameras are placed behind inter-
locutor video tiles. Third-party-directed gaze is conveyed
by rotating 2D video tiles in 3D, which is inferior to any
actual 3D rotation of the head due to distorted visual gaze
cues.

(e) GazeChat [27]: A single camera per user is used for eye-tracking.
Gaze information is used to animate the user profile image. In this
screenshot, all interlocutors are gazing at user zhenyi. Besides the
modification of gaze, the images remain inanimate. They convey fewer
cues than live video. Zhenyi is smiling (top left mirror view) but that
is not conveyed by her avatar.

Fig. 2. Screenshots of five gaze-aware meeting room systems: different approaches to preserve gaze in video conferencing
have been pursued, each introducing their own issues with usability or barriers to adoption. All images reproduced with the kind
permission of their respective authors.

hardware, and are hard to extend for more users. The IC3 system by Sun and Regenbrecht [64] addresses some of these
issues by using a single display. The three-party video conference system places the two interlocutors to the far left and
far right of a screen with a camera mounted next to them (Figure 2c). The setup is simple and compact but cannot be
extended to more than three users, nor does it address the third-party gaze problem, given that it has only two views.
The four-party system GAZE-2 by Vertegaal et al. [70] uses a single semi-transparent display with three cameras behind
it (Figure 2d). In principle, more cameras could be added to support further users. The 2D mages are rotated in a 3D
virtual space to attempt to convey third party gaze direction, which largely fails because of the well-known “Mona Lisa
effect”: the eyes of Mona Lisa gaze towards the observer, rather than rotating with the 2D display.
Manuscript submitted to ACM
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Direct eye contact
method Third-party gaze-method Users Displays

per User
Cameras
per User

Live
video

Zoom None None N 1 1 Yes
MAJIC [46] ante-hoc (camera behind) ante-hoc (camera behind) 3 2 2 Yes
Hydra [58] ante-hoc (camera close) ante-hoc (camera close) 4 3 3 Yes
Gaze-2 [70] ante-hoc (camera behind) post-hoc (approximating gaze) 4 1 1 Yes
IC3 [64] ante-hoc (camera close) None 3 1 2 Yes
GazeChat [27] post-hoc (synthesised gaze) post-hoc (synthesised gaze) N 1 1 No

Fig. 3. Key properties of prior gaze-aware systems in relation to standard video conferencing: Systems that use a single
display (Zoom, Gaze-2, IC3 and GazeChat) have limited or no gaze-awareness support or lack live video. Systems that offer full gaze
correction and live video (Hydra and MAJIC) rely on multiple displays and cameras. Note that Zoom was included as a representative
of common video conferencing solutions, of which it has the highest market share [8].

GazeChat by He et al. [27] is the only systemwhich can be used on a conventional laptop without additional hardware.
However it transmits animated 3D profile photos (created by neural rendering) (Figure 2e), without head rotations or
live video. It animates users’ gaze but other parts of the face are inanimate — verbal cues and facial expressions are lost.

2.2 Related prior user studies

Only two of the five related systems mentioned in the previous section have been evaluated in an extensive user study.
GazeChat [27] was evaluated by four groups of four people (N=12), each having a group discussion. Each group tested
four conditions: two variations of GazeChat, an audio-only meeting, and Tiled View with live video (within-group
design). Questionnaires were employed to measure social presence, user engagement, and general user experience.
GazeChat proved superior to the audio-only interface in some ways but, compared with TileView, GazeChat was worse
at signalling direct eye contact and did not provide any other improvements – presumably because there was no live
video. Turn-taking and gaze behaviour were not investigated in that study. It was not the objective of GazeChat to
compete with live video conferencing but rather for use where live video is not an option due to privacy concerns or
bandwidth limitations.

The user study conducted with the Hydra system [58] is the most relevant for our work. Twelve groups of four
people (N=48) had a discussion in three conditions: face-to-face, Tiled View, and the Hydra (within-group design).
A questionnaire was used to measure user experience and some aspects of social presence. Turn-taking behaviour
was measured by processing participants’ voice recordings but no significant differences were found between Hydra
and Tiled View. Nonetheless Hydra was preferred by participants and was rated as superior for perceiving gaze and
attention. The study also investigated the difference between the two video-mediated systems and face-to-face. It found
that video-mediated conversations were significantly less dynamic. Hydra did show that gaze-awareness and head
rotation could make attention perceivable in video conferencing and served as an inspiration for our study.

Our Gazing Heads study aims to determine whether future systems using synthetic head rotation, once the technology
is mature, are actually likely to improve the video-conferencing experience. Given current technical limitations, we
have built a simulation of Gazing Heads using additional cameras. The study provides more detailed insights than
the prior work. It represents a substantial update in the light of modern developments in hardware and processing. It
tested 4 users together, where some of the prior studies had only 3. It included a larger number of participants (N=80),
employed a more comprehensive questionnaire, and also analysed eye-tracking data.
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(a)Workstation equipment : 7 webcams, 3 lights,
4K display and eye-tracker. We built four such
workstations for our study.

(b) Virtual arrangement : Users
form a virtual circle among work-
stations.

User
gaze at

Send view to
left IL centre IL right IL

Left IL Cam 6 Cam 1 Cam 3
Centre IL Cam 5 Cam 0 Cam 2
Right IL Cam 4 Cam 6 Cam 1

(c) Gaze mapping: We send separate camera views
to each interlocutor (IL) depending on the users
gaze. Figure 4d shows an example.

(d) Camera angles and mapping example: This user gazes at her right interlocutor (IL). Based on the mapping shown in Figure 4c, we
send the following camera views: Direct eye contact via camera 1 to right IL, slight head rotation via camera 6 to centre IL and strong
head rotation via camera 4 to left IL.

Fig. 4. Setup of Gazing Heads: We use eye-tracking to convey gaze by sending different camera views to each interlocutor. Note
that in all subfigures, cameras are consistently numbered (0 − 6), and colours denote interlocutors and their respective views.

3 SIMULATING GAZING HEADS

Gazing Heads was developed through a sequence of pilot studies, and is illustrated in Figures 1a and 4. Since technology
is not yet mature enough and the goal was to conduct a user study to evaluate the concept, rather than providing a full
implementation, we did not yet build a system that uses only a single camera.
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3.1 Sitting in a circle

Interlocutors were arranged on a single screen to enable ready perception of gaze. We created the illusion of a circular
arrangement which encourages the exchange of gazes [32] by displaying the middle one of three interlocutors slightly
smaller and higher than the others (Figure 1 top). On each user’s workstation, the other users are displayed on the left,
centre, and right, in a way that is consistent with four users around a table. The user in each of these three positions
can turn to any of the other three. Hence, nine rotation angles for every user are needed: three positions on the
screen, each with three unique head rotations. Note that we did not include a self-view as they are believed to have
numerous negative effects [4], such as absorbing visual attention [20] and reducing the perception of others’ emotional
responses [59].
Available computer vision methods to synthesise rotation angles from a single camera perspective face substantial
technical challenges: low realism [61], artefacts [18, 36, 77], and limited rotation angles [18, 71]. Some more advanced
methods do not work with participants wearing glasses or having long hair [12]. We therefore used several cameras to
obtain the required views (ante-hoc gaze correction) and switch between them. In principle nine cameras are needed
— one for each of three screens, then one for each of three head rotations. By careful selection of viewing angles, we
reduced nine cameras to seven, with two doing double duty — cameras 1 and 6 in the illustration of Figure 4d.

Fig. 5. The six focus areas of the Gazing Heads prototype in the game task: We used these areas to decide which camera view
to send to the other interlocutors. We also used them in our eye-tracking analysis of our user study. Participants changed their gaze
from one area to another roughly every second. Note that in the discussion task, the content area was removed.

3.2 Gaze switching

Dedicated hardware (Tobii Eye Tracker 5) tracks gaze on a 4k 27-inch display (see also additional material). Each user’s
screen splits into focus areas to map gaze to camera views (Figure 5). When a user changes gaze, a camera transition is
triggered appropriately. Users typically switch gaze about every second, often just glancing briefly which often goes
unnoticed in physical settings [2]. When a gaze switch is detected, two criteria are continuously assessed: gaze duration
on the same user for at least 750𝑚𝑠 (dwell time) and a 2000𝑚𝑠 lapse since the last transition (refractory period). The
moment both are met, a new transition is initiated. This approach avoids too frequent transitions, yet allows quicker
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gaze switches following a period without transitions. Both values were determined through pilot studies. Views are
faded into one another using alpha-blending (Appendix A.3).

Consistent diffuse lighting from all angles was obtained from two softboxes (85W CFL light bulb, 5500K) mounted
overhead and an LED Ring for facial illumination (35W, 5500K). Each camera captures a different background so
Chroma-keying with U-shaped green screens removes the backgrounds. That requires additional hardware, unrealistic
in a commodity implementation but acceptable in a simulation. A black background strengthens the illusion of 3D head
rotations since heads have a rough ellipsoidal shape. It also masks small errors in background segmentation. Interlocutors
are centred and scaled to similar size in their respective views by software that tracks faces after background removal,
and crops them, with temporal filtering to suppress jitter. This is done gracefully over time to allow for some margin
for meaningful natural head movements (e.g. leaning into a conversation). A typical user shifts gaze by rotating the
head and changing eye-gaze but alters upper body posture only slightly. Switching between camera views creates a
"stiff-necked" illusion of substantial upper body rotation, and that looks unnatural. Therefore participants wore green
turtlenecks so the chroma-keying background segmentation omitted neck and shoulders.

The system is carefully engineered to keep audio and video latency within acceptable limits (Appendix A.2). We
used Rode Lavalier GO microphones with in-ear headphones and a feedback loop from microphone to headphones to
ensure high quality spatial audio.

4 USER STUDY METHODOLOGY

We conducted a user study to test our concept and investigate whether head rotation can be used for conveying gaze
and attention in video conferencing. We also wanted to understand how Gazing Heads influences users’ experience
and communication behaviour. Concretely, we expected Gazing heads to influence turn-taking behaviour due to the
regulatory function of gaze as a turn-taking cue [15, 16, 35, 39]. We also expect it to create a more personal, intimate
and immersive experience [39] leading to an increase in social presence [14, 41, 60]. Lastly, we were interested whether
Gazing Heads influences users engagement [13] and gazing behaviour. Two tasks — discussion and game — were used
with a wider variety of measures than previous gaze-awareness studies [27, 38, 52, 58, 64, 69], and with the largest
number of participants (𝑁 = 80) used in studies of this kind to date. Participants used the two different systems (Gazing
Heads and Tiled View) in a within-group design.

4.1 Experimental setup

The Gazing Heads simulation as described above served as the treatment system, with the Tiled View as a comparative
baseline system. We did not compare against other gaze-aware solutions as no empirical evidence exists that they would
outperform the Tiled View (e.g. [58]) but instead may perform worse (e.g. [27]). In Tiled View, three equally sized video
tiles were placed at screen locations similar to those used in Gazing Heads. Head rotation was disabled and only central
cameras were used, ignoring the 6 off-centre cameras. Background segmentation remained active but without the green
turtlenecks, so the upper body was not segmented out — see Figure 1 on page 1.

We recruited 42 male, 35 female, and 3 non-binary or non-conforming gender subjects, and relatively young with
76% younger than 25 and only 6% 35 years or older. Participants were accustomed to video conferencing; 96% of
them used it at least once a month and 81 % at least every week. One group conducted the experiment in Russian, two
groups in Spanish and the remainder in German (all native speakers). Thereby we ensured proficiency in the respective
language selected. All participants received a 30€ Amazon voucher for their participation.
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4.2 The group discussion and the survival game

Prior studies have mostly used group discussion [27, 38, 49, 52, 58, 64] – though a few used collaborative problem-
solving [67–69] – and it is evident that task type can significantly affect behaviour. Group discussion as in Sellen [58]
resulted in higher turn-taking frequencies (3.9 − 4.3min−1) than the problem-solving task used by Vertegaal et al. [69]
(1.0 − 1.3min−1). In a problem-solving task there is reduced need for eye contact which may well reduce the likelihood
of a measurable effect [64].

Group discussion has good external validity because it represents a real-world situation. One drawback is reduced
internal validity as participants’ prior knowledge, individual traits such as extroversion, and group dynamics, can
influence the conversation. In extreme cases, pilot studies showed one or two participants holding the floor most of the
time, masking the effects being measured. We nonetheless included group discussion, for comparability with other
studies [27, 38, 49, 52, 58, 64]. We also included the problem-solving task for increased internal validity.

Controversial group discussion. Five controversial statements were tested, for example: “Industrial livestock farming
should be progressively banned” (details in Appendix B.1). In each group, prior to the main experiment, participants
rated agreement with each of five statements. The two statements whose ratings varied the most were selected as
the two topics for discussion. Then for each topic, participants were instructed to find consensus as a group within
five minutes. They were not stopped dead at five minutes, to avoid lowering engagement for later tasks. Instead, we
interrupted the task when the current speaker(s) finished their turn or the group reached an agreement.

Game: surviving in the wild. Our second task was designed to:

• incentivise participants to take the floor;
• make turn-taking more dynamic and more evenly distributed;
• encourage participants to pay attention to non-verbal communication and understand others’ intentions.

Players travelling to a remote island have to reach consensus on the choice of essential items shown on screen, to bring
with them (Figure 5). They were given seven minutes to agree on as many items as possible. One player was randomly
selected to be a clandestine saboteur so they would be incentivised to focus even more intensely on one another (details
in Appendix B.2). Again we allowed players to reach agreement rather than stopping the game dead at seven minutes.

4.3 ThreeQuestionnaires: Semantic Differential, UX, and Comparative

We reviewed similar studies for potential questions [11, 25, 44, 58, 60, 67, 76, 76] and categorised them by the concept
or property dimension they measure. The most relevant were: presence, turn-taking, engagement, user satisfaction and
usability. No existing questionnaire covered all dimension we were interested in so that we selected a few questions
for each dimension to create two custom questionnaires. The comparative questionnaire asks about seven aspects of
system preference relating to turn-taking, perceived attention and naturalness of interaction (see Tables 1 and 2, in
Appendix B.4 for details). The UX questionnaire asks about direct eye contact, directed third-party gazes, and “off-gazes”
directed at no one. In addition a standard Semantic Differential questionnaire measures social presence [60]. The UX
and Semantic Differential questionnaires were filled out twice, once after using each system.

Presence. Lombard and Ditton [41] refer to “presence as social richness” which we call social presence which is measured
by the semantic differential questionnaire. They term “presence as transportation [to a virtual room]” which we call
virtual presence and which is measured in the UX questionnaire via a question about the feeling of “being in the same
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room”. Two statements were included about the perceptibility of interlocutors’ reactions and becoming acquainted
with them. The comparative questionnaire asked which system participants would use for persuading others. These
questions are known to be correlated with social presence [14, 60]. We also added a question about which system was
considered to be more social.

Engagement. Two statements about participants’ excitement and the interactiveness of the conversation were included
in the UX questionnaire. We also added a question to the comparative questionnaire measuring participants’ satisfaction
with their contribution to problem-solving [67], and one addressing engagement/excitement.

Usability. During pilots, some participants complained that they felt excluded when interlocutors turned away from
them. Others found the head rotation and camera transitions distracting. We added two questions addressing these
issues to the custom UX questionnaire.

Overall preference and willingness to adopt. The comparative questionnaire asked which system allowed for a more
natural interaction — this can be seen as a measure of presence [73], and also as a high-level quality metric for video-
mediated communication. As indicators of overall user experience, participants were asked which system they would
recommend to others and which system they wanted to use for a final interview.

4.4 Procedure

A full factorial within-group design was used, each group using both Gazing Heads and Tiled View systems for the
group discussion, and for the game. The system to use first was distributed evenly across groups. Each session began
with the group discussion, followed by the game. Then, switching systems, there was a game session followed by
another discussion on a different topic. The discussion lasted about 6 minutes (𝑀 = 5:58, 𝑆𝐷 = 1:27) and the game took
around 8 minutes (𝑀 = 8:22, 𝑆𝐷 = 2:16). A final interview of roughly 14 minutes (𝑀 = 13:37, 𝑆𝐷 = 6:49) was conducted
using the system favoured by the majority. In case of a tie, the group was asked to reach a consensus on which system
should be used. Altogether the experiment took 90− 120 minutes, which included calibration, answering questionnaires
and extensive Covid-19 protection measures (Appendix B.3).
(Additional details can be found in Appendix B.)

4.5 Data analysis

Speech. We recorded participants separately in each station. Quantitative measures for video-mediated communication
are generally based on simultaneity of speech and on turn-taking [66]. We used the definitions of terms and measures
from Sellen [58], which are sensitive enough to detect difference between a physical and virtual conversation. We
converted any absolute measures to frequency or proportion measures as our session duration varied in length
(Appendix B.5). Audio streams were analysed using a Voice Activity Detector [65], based on a deep learning transformer
model. Pure laughter, detected by a residual neural network [22, 56], was distinguished from speech activity. Manual
annotation separated pure laughter from any utterances made while laughing.

Gaze times. We defined six layered rectangular gaze areas as in Figure 5 corresponding to: the three participants, the
display area for the game task, the rest of the screen, and off-screen. Once again, dependent variables for duration were
converted into frequency of occurrence or proportional duration.
Manuscript submitted to ACM
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Shared eye contact. Shared eye contact is perceivable in Gazing Heads (but not in Tiled View) and we investigated
whether this affects how long and how frequently participants gaze at one another. A mutual gaze event begins when
participant A focuses on the area where participant B is displayed on screen A, and vice-versa. It ends as soon as either
is focusing on a different area.

Significance tests. For ordinal self-reported data, we used a single-tailed proportions test for comparative questions and
Wilcoxon signed-rank test for all others. We used a factorial repeated measures ANOVA for the metric speech and gaze
measures, assessing the assumptions of normality and sphericity with Shapiro-Wilk and Mauchly’s tests, respectively.

Interview insights. Thematic analysis [9] was applied to recordings of group interviews, and captured using a coding
scheme. A scheme was devised with two major domains of technology and experience and a total of 11 topics described
by 52 codes. Codes were applied, checked and resolved by two of the authors.

5 RESULTS

Here are the main results from the three sources of data: recorded speech, gaze data, and user experience questionnaires.

5.1 Speech activity

Only one significant difference between systems was found in speech activity, that group turns occur 21% more
frequently in Tiled View than in Gazing Heads, as Figure 6 shows. However they are rare and so are not a strong
indicator of difference in turn-taking behaviour. No significant differences are observed between systems for the other
10 turn-taking measures, refuting our assumption that Gazing Heads would make speech activity more akin to physical
rather than virtual interaction. Between tasks, there are significant differences in 10 out of the 11 measures, indicating
that the game was a more dynamic task (see also Appendix C.1). Those differences confirm that the measures are indeed
sensitive to changes in communication behaviour.
(Note 1 of the 20 sessions didn’t produce speech data usable for analysis due to recording issues.)

5.2 Gaze and eye contact

Eye contact occurs just a bit more frequently (Figure 7) with Gazing Heads, both during the discussion (+8.9% more
frequent) , and the game (+3.6 %) tasks (𝑝 < 0.01). However such mutual gaze as did occur in Tiled View was also not so
useful — participants were “somewhat not” able to distinguish whether gaze was actually directed at them (Figure 11).
Change of focus would be another potentially interesting variable, happening on average every second. However there
is no significant difference across tasks or systems. As an aside, there are marked differences between tasks. For example
mutual gaze is significantly reduced in the game task, for both systems (𝑝 < 0.001), because more time is spent in the
game gazing at the content area which contains the information needed to play (see also Appendix C.2).

5.3 Overall system preference

Users prefer Gazing Heads for most aspects of interaction, as Figure 8 shows. It is more engaging (87%) and makes it
easier to sense the attention of others (91%). There is a clear tendency to choose Gazing Heads for the final discussion
session (72%). Participants tended to find Gazing Heads more natural (62%) and social (62%), suitable for a persuasive
discussion (51%, 𝑝 = 0.015), and to provide a better turn-taking experience (49%, 𝑝 = 0.052). Gazing Heads is favoured
for facilitating interactive conversation, getting to know people (𝑝 = 0.01) and for making the discussion more exciting.
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Discussion Task Game Task 𝑝-Value

Hydra [58]* Gazing Heads Tiled View Gazing Heads Tiled View Task System

Turn Frequency/Minute 4.29 2.69 (1.2) 2.75 (0.9) 6.31 (1.1) 6.32 (1.2) < 0.001 0.869

Turn Duration 16.62 s 24.48 s (9.8) 22.97 s (10.5) 8.04 s (1.8) 7.74 s (2.0) < 0.001 0.535

Group Turn Freq./Minute 0.24 0.22 (0.2) 0.23 (0.2) 1.43 (0.6) 1.76 (0.8) < 0.001 0.037

Turn Distribution (H) 1.83 1.90 (0.1) 1.90 (0.1) 1.95 (0.0) 1.97 (0.0) 0.001 0.620

Time one Person spoke 74.70 % 90.5 % (4.4) 90.3 % (3.3) 73.0 % (6.0) 70.9 % (5.8) < 0.001 0.300

Simultaneous Speech 5.40 % 2.5 % (3.0) 3.3 % (2.3) 11.1 % (5.4) 13.2 % (6.5) < 0.001 0.062

non-Int. Simult. Speech 10.22 % 2.4 % (2.5) 3.1 % (1.9) 10.9 % (4.7) 11.9 % (5.1) < 0.001 0.187

Interruptive Simult. Speech 3.50 % 1.0 % (1.3) 1.1 % (1.0) 4.0 % (1.8) 4.5 % (2.1) < 0.001 0.276

Sim. Speech Taking Control 41.60 % 30.9 % (21.5) 22.8 % (14.0) 31.3 % (8.5) 30.5 % (6.9) 0.113 0.212

Speaker Switches Overlaps 43.50 % 23.7 % (14.9) 25.6 % (17.9) 45.0 % (12.2) 44.3 % (9.3) < 0.001 0.810

Switching Time 0.25 s 1.00 s (0.8) 0.69 s (0.7) 0.18 s (0.4) 0.14 s (0.4) < 0.001 0.171

Fig. 6. Speech analysis. The middle four columns compare our two systems within the two tasks. Differences between systems are
significant only for the group turns. Differences between tasks are significant for most measures, indicating that the measures are
sensitive. Figure 12 in Appendix C has additional descriptive statistics along with F values.
* The first column shows the results of Sellen’s study with the Hydra system for comparison [58]. Interestingly, even after 30 years,
measures are broadly consistent with our measurements, lying between the value for the discussion and the game.

Discussion Task Game Task 𝑝-Value

Gazing Heads Tiled View Gazing Heads Tiled View Task System

Focus Changes per Minute 58.25 (24.0) 58.34 (22.9) 59.28 (19.9) 62.49 (22.5) 0.109 0.053

Eye Contact per Minute 30.71 (13.2) 28.21 (10.9) 13.60 (6.9) 13.13 (7.0) < 0.001 0.008

Eye Contact (% of Session) 27.8 % (10.9) 26.0 % (9.6) 10.1 % (5.3) 9.3 % (4.9) < 0.001 0.035

Eye Contact Duration 0.58 s (0.2) 0.58 s (0.2) 0.46 s (0.1) 0.45 s (0.1) < 0.001 0.548

Fig. 7. Eye-gaze analysis. Four columns comparing the average measures obtained in the two tasks with our two systems. There
was a small but significant system effect: participants had more eye contact when using Gazing Heads.

Overall, however, participants were undecided about recommending Gazing Heads, in its current state, over Tiled View.
(All reported differences are significant at 𝑝 < 0.001, unless otherwise stated.)

5.4 Social presence, user experience, and awareness

The four attributes used to measure social presence are reliable with Cronbach 𝛼 = 0.85 — they are plotted in Figure 9,
together with an overall score. The first conclusion is that social presence is rated more highly (62%) for Gazing Heads
(𝑝 = 0.02). Figure 10 shows us exactly which aspects of social presence are different: Gazing Heads made it easier to get
to know people (𝑝 = 0.01); and also made them a little more aware of others’ presence (𝑝 < 0.01). With both systems,
participants found it exciting to follow the discussion and perceived the conversation as highly interactive; still, they
significantly preferred Gazing Heads (𝑝 = 0.04, 𝑝 < 0.001). Gazing Heads makes participants feel significantly more in
the same room as one another (𝑝 < 0.001), and although it is perceived as “somewhat” safe from distraction, it is not
felt to be as safe as Tiled View (𝑝 < 0.001). The two systems are similar in several respects: the ability they give an
Manuscript submitted to ACM
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Would recommend it to others
Easier turn taking ***

Suitability for persuading people *
More social interaction ***

More natural interaction ***
Preferred for future use ***

Perceived other’s attention ***
More engaging/exciting ***

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

System

Gazing Heads

no Preference

Tiled View

Fig. 8. Participants’ system preference ratings: Participants generally preferred Gazing Heads (significance levels: p < 0.05 *,
p<0.01 **, p<0.001 ***).

Fig. 9. Participants’ social presence ratings: The social presence score was based on participants’ median ratings of four attributes
(sociable, personal, sensitive, warm) for the two systems. Scores are significantly higher for Gazing Heads. (Dots outside the whiskers
indicate outlier scores.)

Easier turn taking
Reactions more perceivable

Was able to take control
Did not feel excluded
Was not distracted ***
Was able to contribute

Same room experience ***
More interactive conversation ***
Was aware of partners presence *
Exciting to follow the discussion *

Could get to know people *

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3

System

TileView

Gazing Heads

Fig. 10. Participants’ user-experience ratings: Ratings for several aspects of the user experience ratings. The scale ranges from
strongly disagree (−3) to strongly agree (3). (Significance levels: p < 0.05 *, p<0.01 **, p<0.001 ***.)
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Knew when interlocutor was thinking

Knew when interlocutor attended to NO ONE

Knew when interlocutor gazed at NO ONE

Knew when interlocutor addressed OTHERS ***

Knew when interlocutor attended to OTHERS ***

Knew when interlocutor gazed at OTHERS ***

Knew when interlocutor addressed ME ***

Knew when interlocutor attended to ME ***

Knew when interlocutor gazed at ME ***

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3

System

Tiled View

Gazing Heads

Fig. 11. Participants’ awareness ratings: Ratings for perceiving gaze, perceiving attention, and awareness of being addressed.
(Significance levels: p < 0.05 *, p<0.01 **, p<0.001 ***).

individual to contribute to their team’s solution (𝑝 = 0.246); degree of exclusion from the conversation (𝑝 = 0.790); and
ability to take control of it when they want to (𝑝 = 0.176). The reactions of others are only “somewhat” perceivable
(𝑝 = 0.263) in both systems. Turn-taking is “easy” with Gazing Heads, and “somewhat easy” with Tiled View, but
the difference is not strongly significant (𝑝 = 0.084). Gazing Heads also performs significantly better on awareness
of gaze and attention, and awareness of who is being addressed (Figure 11), with 91% of participants reporting that
they perceived attention more easily (Figure 8, 𝑝 < 0.001). They also found it easier to reason about who is being
addressed or attended to (Figure 11, 𝑝 < 0.001 for all six ratings). It was unclear whether either system could convey
disengagement or "gazing at no one".
(Note: The responses of 1 group were excluded from the analysis due to a procedural error. One participant lost his replies by

accidentally logging out of the system.)

6 DISCUSSION

Our study has shown that the Gazing Heads concept improves video conferencing, providing gaze awareness via
synthesised head rotation. This section explores the implications of results from the previous section, making particular
use of insights gained from the exit interviews.

6.1 Conveying attention

Participants (all but 2) understood intuitively, within the first two minutes of using Gazing Heads, that head rotation
conveys visual attention. The questionnaires showed already that they perceived attention more readily in Gazing
Heads, and during interviews they often mentioned that Gazing Heads conveyed attention better (𝑁 = 36), made it
more perceivable (𝑁 = 69), and made it easier to gain attention (𝑁 = 16). (Here 𝑁 denotes the number of participants

for which a code was applied at least once.) One implication is that correcting a user’s frontal view without adding
head rotation as in [19, 27, 29, 33, 38, 74] is insufficient to achieve gaze awareness. The user study for Gaze Chat [27]
which only used such a correction showed that it did not improve users ability to perceive attention. Hydra [58] did use
head rotation, and did find an improvement. Users’ accuracy in estimating the gaze of others may be low [39] so head
rotation provides an additional cue for attention [26].
Manuscript submitted to ACM
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6.2 Subjectively higher engagement

In the last section, we saw that Gazing Heads felt more engaging and this was a common topic in interviews (𝑁 = 39).
Interviewees occasionally even felt social pressure to participate because the signalling of attention was so clear
(𝑁 = 32):

“If your goal is that everyone is taking part in a discussion, you HAVE TO use this system. Because you
are simply forced to stay engaged.” “[Especially] when everyone starts looking at one person.”

Our findings contrast with the studies of Hydra [58] (and GazeChat [27]) where no improvement of engagement over
Tiled View was found. With Hydra, users needed to actively turn their heads and were reluctant to do that. Gazing
Heads translates almost every gaze into a head rotation and makes them salient by placing them in users central vision
rather than in peripheral vision on small screens. We believe this increased users engagement.

6.3 Conveying disengagement and gazing-away

During interviews, users took issue with the camera selection rule which showed them turned towards another
participant, even when they were not gazing at anyone (𝑁 = 11):

“The only thing that is missing, perhaps, is that you cannot look at nobody. So even if I am just staring in
front of me, then I am still [being displayed as] looking at someone.”

They also want to be able to disengage, which Gazing Heads does not facilitate:

“if people could like watch me very closely ... when I am looking at my phone or something like that [...]
in larger groups when you want to disengage from the discussion ... then it’s almost creepy.”

To address these concerns, a future system could add a neutral object like a table, as suggested in interviews (𝑁 = 10),
similar to the content area which for us was present only during the game. However, this would risk reducing mutual
eye contact and attenuating the effects of gaze cues [3] (Appendix C.2). One might also show disengaged users as greyed,
inanimate or separated, allowing them to be listeners only, or to work on something in parallel. Systems could offer
different layouts depending on whether high engagement is a major objective, and future work might look into that.

6.4 Increased social presence in a virtual space

We saw in the previous section that Gazing Heads increases the feeling of social presence. Also in the interviews, an
increase of social presence was frequently (𝑁 = 58) mentioned as an advantage of Gazing Heads. It was usually described
as a feeling of “being closer” to the other participants or having a more personal experience. Similarly, interviewees
described improved virtual presence (𝑁 = 50) but were divided as to whether the improvement was substantial enough
to feel “in the same room” (𝑁 = 23), or not (𝑁 = 14), for example:

“With heads floating in a black room it is totally unclear in which real distance we are actually located to
one another [...] we are all floating in this empty black thing.”

or

“Well I still think the situation ... uhm ... is still video-telephony .. and that’s just not so immersive that it
completely detaches you [from your current surroundings].”

It was also evident that the concepts of social and virtual presence are considered as related (see also Lombard and
Ditton [41]), for example:
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“Here you feel closer, because it’s [rather] simulating a room and not just [a] screen.”

As for other design aspects that may contribute to physical and social presence, participants frequently praised the
consistent placement of interlocutors in a virtual circle (𝑁 = 15). Participants also commented that the separate
backgrounds in Tiled View were a strong visual indicator that they were not in a shared space (𝑁 = 16). For Gazing
Heads our design choice of using a plain black background was a frequent topic. Several participants disliked it (𝑁 = 21)
because it was perceived as cold, providing too little context. Others preferred it in plain black (𝑁 = 8) for increasing
contrast and reducing distraction. Our study leaves open how virtual backgrounds impact physical and social presence.
Future research could examine whether a photorealistic scene with a unified background and elements like a table or a
bonfire enhance presence and convey virtual togetherness.

6.5 Subjective effect of eye contact

Although participants spent only a little more time gazing at one another in Gazing Heads, eye contact changed their
perception substantially. Since gaze is hardly noticeable in Tiled View, according to questionnaires, any "eye contact"
was probably guided by auditory perception not visual cues. In interviews (𝑁 = 7) eye contact in Gazing Heads revealed
a clear, positive effect on participants’ experience:

“For a discussion, the second system [Gazing Heads] is much more comfortable. You just have more of
a feeling of being part of a group. For me, in seminars, [...] others were just sitting inside of their tiles
simply looking [somewhere], not really taking part. Here you have the feeling of being integrated, even if
you are not saying anything, especially when you are being looked at.”

Interviews suggested, as also indicated by prior work [54], that eye contact in Gazing Heads facilitated a stronger
feeling of engagement and social presence:

“I think it’s more personal because, when you are looking at me, I have the feeling you are actually looking
in[to] my eyes, and then I want to [...] explain my point of view to you [...] and I know [...] if you are
looking at my face you will see also my eyes.”

Our observations from recordings suggest that synthesised head rotations make eye contact and attention selective and
salient. They amplify associated positive effects such as increased social presence and higher engagement.

6.6 Inconclusive results regarding turn-taking

The previous chapter’s speech and turn-taking analysis saw no significant difference between the two systems for 10
of the 11 measures suggested by Sellen [58], nor did the questionnaire. This may be explained by video recordings of
sessions, in which participants seemed to rely more heavily on auditory cues for turn-taking. Participants gave partly
contradictory answers about turn-taking: 51% found Gazing Heads easier with 19% for Tiled View, and 30% had no
preference, the largest degree of ambiguity we observed in any direct comparison question. Participants made several
comments in interviews about turn-taking being easier with Gazing Heads (𝑁 = 28):

“Who is talking next or who is generally talking right now ... emerged organically.” “Yeah right [...] when
you started talking and you notice the others are looking at you or are turning towards you, then you
knew ok I can talk right now.”

and
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“You could directly address people. When I asked [other participant] his name, I just looked at him and
that worked.”

6.7 Camera transitions can be distracting

In the previous chapter we saw Gazing Heads rated as less protected from distraction. Interviews indicated that this
was due to the transitions between cameras (𝑁 = 27), for example:

“You see this short fade between perspectives [...] and that instantly distracted me for half a second and I
thought: Oh cool where is he looking right now? And then it was like ... ok what just happened [in the
discussion]?”

Frequently, participants described the animated transitions not as head rotation but as fading, vanishing, switching or
flickering (𝑁 = 41) , and others perceived transitions as too slow or lagging (𝑁 = 8). Some complained that not every
gaze switch resulted in a transition, but that was a deliberate design choice made to reduce the number of transitions,
as they are visually very salient. With one group that suggested the dwell and animation time was too slow, we tried
a Gazing Heads configuration where head rotations occurred more promptly and frequently. After four minutes of
testing the group agreed it was “more natural” and preferable. This raises an open question about the optimal frequency
for transmitting gaze among users. While transmitting every gaze would be overwhelming, as participants shift focus
about every second, our chosen dwell and recovery times might have been too conservative.

6.8 Realism and nonverbal cues

Another prevalent interview topic was the design choice to show only heads, without clothing or shoulders (𝑁 = 52).
Participants noticed that this strengthened the 3D illusion (𝑁 = 13). It also made the experience somewhat artificial
(similar to a game) and gave the impression of a “work in progress” (𝑁 = 25). The most common concern was the
absence of non-verbal communication from posture, shoulder shrugging and hand gestures (𝑁 = 46).

“At some point during the game I shrugged my shoulders and I thought – ok – do they even see that?
Then I thought ... oh no ... now I have to say something like “I don’t care” or something like that.”

At the same time it was noticed that reducing non-verbal communication to just the head increased the saliency of
facial expressions (𝑁 = 15). There was a variety of opinions about showing the upper body and clothing. Arguments
against showing gestures or posture were rare, but not all participants wanted the actual appearance of their upper
body to be visible since, amongst other things, it meant having to dress appropriately for a meeting:

“Think about fat-shaming for example, or women who are often exposed to unpleasant gazes.”

We tried 13 interview groups using the system without green turtlenecks, adding shoulders back into view, at the
expense of less natural camera switches and exaggerated upper body movement. They were unsure whether this
experience was more (𝑁 = 27) or less natural (𝑁 = 30) – some described this configuration as a “hybrid”, that means,
easier to adapt to, given stronger similarity to Tiled View, yet providing gaze awareness benefits (𝑁 = 12). An open
question is the mapping of upper body movement which needs to be consistent with head rotation ("inverse kinematics")
while still appearing natural.
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6.9 Implementation on commodity hardware

Overall, our interviews confirmed that technical maturity and realism are the main obstacles to a full implementation
of Gazing Heads. Even under sub-optimal lighting conditions, with users wearing glasses or having long hair, systems
need to realistically convey users’ gaze, unique facial expressions and facial features. Current solutions may degrade
the experience to a point where standard single-view video conferencing is preferred over unrealistic gaze-aware
solutions. There are several implications for future research. Computer vision methods which modify users gaze (by
using GANs or creating avatars) need to tackle two issues: realism [5, 6] and latency [7, 17, 17, 75]. For example, the
head rotations shown by He et al. [27] appear fairly realistic but incidentally affect facial expression1. Several recent
works [23, 51, 57] have claimed higher levels of realism since our study was performed in 2022, and it remains to be
seen how effective they are in a system like Gazing Heads. Latency needs to be held down to an acceptable level (cf.
Gazing Heads: 133.33± 33.33ms — Appendix A.2.) Gazing Heads also needs webcam eye-tracking with 4.86° of accuracy
(Appendix A.1.) This is achievable with modern methods under ideal conditions [28] but accuracy under realistic system
conditions remains to be confirmed.

6.10 Finding more sensitive measures

We saw earlier that the nature of the task had a dominant influence on quantitative behavioural measures, consistent
with prior work [3, 39, 64]. One implication is that quantitative results on gaze awareness may not generalise well
across different studies with varying task scenarios and interface layouts. It also raises the question of exactly what
alternative measures could be used. The measures of turn-taking [58] seem sufficient only to detect gross changes
between tasks or comparing a physical to a virtual setting [58]. One possible interpretation is that artificially introduced
gaze leaves video-mediated communication behaviour unchanged. Alternatively they may be the wrong measures [30]:
“how many turns people take, how long those turns are, how many pauses people take [..] doesn’t reflect people’s real
experiences of what those conversations are like.” Compared to other studies, our wider range of measures did capture
some differences in users’ experiences. It remains for future work to find better quantitative measures to avoid relying
on self-reported data. Since it is known that “People generally get along better and communicate more effectively when
they look at each other” [39], one potential approach in the game setting may be to adapt measures of user cooperation
and responsibility from social psychology and behavioural game theory.

6.11 Limitations

We are aware of four areas in which our experiments have limitations.

Realistic setting. The tasks (game and discussion) may not entirely represent typical video conferencing sessions in
domestic or business settings. We chose unusually dynamic tasks. However this was done to help participants engage
and get socially comfortable as quickly as possible, given that they generally did not know each other beforehand.

Questionnaires neglected differences between tasks. Questionnaires asked about differences between the two systems,
but did not explore differences between the game and the discussion. This was to avoid overburdening participants
with questions and consuming more time, but admittedly may have caused some relevant and interesting effects to be
missed. However, no differences in experience between tasks were mentioned during interviews.

1https://youtu.be/dGY8NbG11Ng
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Novelty effect. The novelty of the systems, especially Gazing Heads, may have influenced participants’ behaviour and
ratings. During interviews, many participants (𝑁 = 50) emphasised that Gazing Heads was novel, though they clearly
understood that Tiled View represented familiar video-conferencing applications.

Participant demographics. Most participants were young students (Section 4.1), accustomed to video conferencing,
so results may not generalise well to older populations less familiar with technology. We conducted experiments in
three languages for variety but the speech analysis results may not entirely generalise across languages. Lastly, gaze is
believed to be influenced by socio-cultural norms [24, 72], and our population was predominantly Northern European
and Western Caucasian, so that is another potential limitation to generality.

7 CONCLUSION

The Tiled View layout for video-conferencing is well-established, and our user study and prior work [27, 58] have all
shown how challenging it is to improve upon it. There are two obstacles to realising that improvement: convincing
realism [6] and low latency [7, 17, 17] — without which the user experience is severely compromised. In this study we
have addressed the realism issue.

We have found that Gazing Heads represents a clear advance over present day video-conferencing in its capacity for
conveying gaze and attention. In contrast to earlier studies by Sellen [58] and by He et al. [27], which also took Tiled
View as baseline, Gazing Heads has been found to increase social presence, mutual eye contact, and user engagement. It
unequivocally enhances the experience of users. We attribute these results to the amplifying effect of head rotations
for conveying gaze. In its current design, Gazing Heads enhances highly interactive small group meetings. For other
communication scenarios, like collaborative content editing or presentations with a large audience, alternative designs
may be beneficial — an idea that is somewhat supported by our interviews. For meetings however, conveying attention
to content, and to other participants, and reducing distractions for the presenter, seem to be particularly important.

Human communication in virtual space is a topic of considerable and growing significance because remote working
has become a permanent and prominent feature of working life, but Zoom fatigue is a challenge. Any technical progress
that may mitigate it could substantially impact the effectiveness, health and well-being of users. We believe that this
study, and the Gazing Heads concept in particular, could represent an important step towards that goal.
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A IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS OF OUR SIMULATION

A.1 Eye-tracking accuracy

We tracked participants’ gaze using a Tobii Eye Tracker 5. It uses a near-infrared and RGB sensor operating at an
interlaced sampling rate of 133Hz and a non-interlaced rate of 33Hz. The maximum supported field of view in each
direction is 40 degrees. It can recover lost gaze using neural head tracking. Gibaldi et al. [21] tested an older version of
the Tobii eye tracker. They found it has at least an accuracy of 0.6° and an end-to-end latency of around 47 ± 4 ms when
receiving the data via a local UDP connection. We found these specifications suitable for our design, and since the gaze
elements in question were rather large, we encountered no issues with the eye-tracker’s accuracy.

For the implementation of our concept with web cam eye tracking, we calculated a minimum accuracy using
triangulation and the smallest margin for error in our interface. A gaze focused on centre interlocutor (Figure 5) can
horizontally deviate by 6.75 cm on a 24 inch desk screen, and by 4.25 cm on 13 inch laptop before it leads to an error.
Assuming a viewing distance of 70 cm for the desk monitor, and 50 cm for the laptop screen the required accuracy is
5.51° for the desktop, and 4.86° for the laptop.

A.2 Latency

We explored several design alternatives to reduce latency and skew while maintaining a frame rate of 30 Hz. Ultimately
we chose an architecture were each client would send an separate audio and H265 video stream to the other three
clients without any synchronisation. Measured latency was 80.0 ± 0.2ms for audio and 133.33 ± 33.33ms for video
(See Appendix ?? for details). Consequently, skew is 53.33 ± 33.53ms, falling within ITU recommendations G.114 and
BT.1359-1 [17, 31]. It also outperforms common video conferencing solutions for which Xu et al. [75] reported delays of
130 to 270ms for audio and 230 to 270ms for video latency, for common multiparty video conferencing solutions.

A.3 Fading between camera views

Instant transitions between camera views are visually distracting, so scaled alpha-blending was used to blend the
current view with the subsequent view:

𝑔(𝑥) = (1 − 𝛼) 𝑓0 (𝑥) + 𝛼 𝑓1 (𝑥), (1)
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where 𝑔 is the new image and 𝑓0 and 𝑓1 are the images that are blended. Here 𝛼 is increased from 0 to 1 as time 𝑡
increases from 0 to 𝑇 :

𝛼 = (𝑒
3𝑡
𝑇 − 1)/(𝑒3 − 1) . (2)

This scaled exponential function for 𝛼 gives a strong visual hint initially of the transition and then smoothly fades out.
We tested several blending functions and found this one to be an effective compromise between rapid initial signalling
of change in attention and maintaining an illusion of smooth head rotation.

B USER STUDY DETAILS

B.1 Controversial statements for group discussion

• Research and development of brain-machine interfaces, such as Elon Musk’s Neuralink, should be prohibited or
at least placed under strict regulation, as reading one’s thoughts has dramatic ethical implications.

• Covid vaccination should be compulsory for all those who are not expected to suffer long-term adverse health
effects from vaccination.

• Industrial livestock farming should be progressively banned.
• Short-distance flights should be banned or taxed heavily.
• Physically healthy people should have the right to euthanasia (e.g. by taking a deadly pill under a doctor’s
supervision) if this is their own explicit wish.

B.2 Details of game design

The survival game involves four players. Based on a majority vote, they have to decide on one out of three items to
bring to the island. Once they reach a consensus, we present the next set of items. We instructed them that several
items would be crucial for survival (For handout and recorded instructions, see supplemental material). Wanting to
bring as many items as possible within the seven minutes they are allowed to play provided an incentive to reach an
agreement quickly on each item. However, before commencing the game, each player was assigned a role undisclosed
to the others. Three players are cooperative. Each received information about a different set of two items necessary for
survival (six items in total.) We were inspired by Vertegaal and Ding [68], who also distributed information necessary
for success among participants. In addition to these crucial items, we also assigned them a non-crucial item. Their
secondary task was to convince the group to choose it at least once. They win the game if, at the moment time runs out,
the group has chosen this item at least once in addition to all other items necessary for survival. The fourth player is
uncooperative with the goal of jeopardising the survival plan and is given a lot of information about crucial items. In
addition, we made them aware of a doom item. The uncooperative player wins if the group is convinced to take this
item or fails to select all necessary items.
We chose this game design because the screen needed to show very little information, allowing players to still focus on
their interlocutors. They were incentivised to do so since facial expressions might reveal who the uncooperative player
is. At the same time, every player would eventually suggest an item non-crucial for survival to win the game, adding
distrust to the social dynamics. We decided against using the survival of the team as a performance measure. Such
measures are typically only sensitive to substantial manipulations of the experimental factors [42, 69], which we did
not expect.
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B.3 Covid-19 protection measures

We took extensive measures to comply with local Covid regulations. The selection of possible participants was restricted
to vaccinated or negative tested members or guests of the university. They were required to wear an FFP2 mask
until they were alone in their assigned room. We ventilated all rooms prior to any experimental session. Further, we
disinfected all materials and surfaces that participants interacted with. Based on the finding of Abraham et al. [1],
turtlenecks were ensured to be SARS-CoV-2 virus free by treating them for at least 5 min with 65°C hot air or 20 min
with 40° hot water. Further, we used waterproofed in-ear headphones cleaned and disinfected in a 15 min ultrasonic
bath using a 4% Instrusol AF+ solution. Our governing authority approved our documented safety measures before
conducting the experiment.

B.4 Questionnaire items

The questions asked are listed in table 1, together with a record of prior publications from which they were derived.
The UX questionnaire included statements assessing participants’ perception and interpretation of three types of gazes:
direct eye contact, directed third-party gazes, and “off-gazes” directed at no one. For each of those three gaze types,
three statements were included. One asked whether such gazes were perceivable; another asked whether they helped
to notice interlocutors’ attention; and a last one inquired if they aided turn-taking. There were also two statements
about the difficulty of turn-taking. The comparative questionnaire asked about turn-taking, perceiving attention and
naturalness of interaction. Social presence was measured here with the Semantic Differential questionnaire. Its questions
were based on the smallest adequate set of four attribute pairs [60]: cold-warm, impersonal-personal, insensitive-sensitive
and unsociable-sociable.
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Statement based on measures

It was exciting to follow the discussion. Sellen [58] Engagement
Turn-taking was difficult. Böcker and Mühlbach [11] turn-taking
I was able to take control of the conversation when I wanted
to.

[58] turn-taking

The conversation was highly interactive. [58] Engagement
Sometimes I had the feeling I was excluded from the con-
versation.

Pilot study UX issue

I could not contribute anything to the solution we came up
with.

Hauber et al. [25] Satisfaction

The system was distracting me from the conversation. Pilot study UX issue
During the experiment, I had the feeling we were all in the
same room.

[25] Virtual presence

One does not get a good enough idea of how people at the
other end are reacting.

Champness [14] Social presence

I couldn’t get to know people very well if I only met them
over this system.

[14] Social presence

I was always aware of my partner’s presence. [25] Social presence
It was easy for me to notice when my conversation partners
looked at me.

[11, 25] Perceivable direct eye contact

I knew when I was being addressed by someone. [11] non-verbal cues for turn-taking
I knew when someone was listening to me or paying atten-
tion to me.

[11, 58] non-verbal cues for attention

It was easy to notice when my conversation partners looked
at someone else (other than me).

[25] Perceivable third-party gaze

I knew when I was not addressed (but instead, someone else
was.)

[11] non-verbal cues for turn-taking

I knew when someone was listening or paying attention to
someone else (other than me.)

[11, 58] non-verbal cues for attention

It was easy to notice when my conversation partners looked
at no one (not at me and not at anybody else.)

- Perceivable third-party gaze

I knew when someone was not following the conversation,
was thinking about something or became distracted.

[25] non-verbal cues for attention

I knew when someone was thinking about something. [25] non-verbal cues
Table 1. UX questionnaire. Participants rated these 20 statements on a 7-point Likert scale after using each system. The scale
ranges from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree.”
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Question based on measures

Which system would you recommend to your friends and colleagues? - Overall satisfaction
For which system was turn-taking easier? [11] turn-taking
Which system facilitated a more natural interaction with your conver-
sation partners?

Witmer et al. [73] Social presence and overall
satisfaction

With which system was the interaction more engaging/exciting? [58] Engagement
Which system was better for noticing if your conversation partners
were paying attention to you or someone/something else?

[11, 58] non-verbal cues for attention

With which system was the interaction more social? - Social presence
Which system would you choose for a meeting where you intend to
persuade other people?

Champness [14] Social presence

Table 2. Comparative questionnaire. Participants indicated for these questions which system they prefer or whether they prefer
both equally. That allows for a focused comparison between systems while still revealing participants’ uncertainty.

B.5 Statistical Analysis Details

Comparative Questions. Participants had the option, in the questionnaire, to like both systems equally. In those cases
votes were omitted from analysis, treated solely as an indicator of uncertainty about that question. A single-tailed
proportions test was used, with the null hypothesis that each system would be liked equally (𝑝0 = 0.5).

Social presence semantic differential. We assessed the reliability of the attributes used to measure the underlying concept
of social presence using Cronbach 𝛼 . Treating participants’ ratings as ordinal values, each participant’s social presence
score was calculated as the median score of the four attributes. Significance was assessed using a Wilcoxon signed-rank
test, with Tiled View serving as the baseline, and Gazing Heads as the treatment.

User experience questionnaire. Participants’ ratings were treated as ordinal, assessing significant differences between
the two systems again using a Wilcoxon signed-rank test and Tiled View as the baseline.

Definitions of terms for speech analysis. Since the experimental design and baseline condition (Tiled View) of Sellen
[58] bears significant similarity with our work, we use their definitions of terms stated in their paper:

A turn consists of the sequence of talk-spurts and pauses by a speaker who “has the floor”. A speaker gains
the floor when they begin speaking to the exclusion of everyone else and when they are not interrupted
by anyone else for at least 1.5 seconds. The duration of a turn begins with the first unilateral sound, and
ends when another individual turn or a “group turn” begins. Note that turns therefore include periods of
mutual silence at the end of utterances, when no one else has yet taken the floor.

A group turn begins the moment an individual turn taker has fallen silent and two or more others are
speaking together; the group turn ends the moment any individual is again speaking alone.

Simultaneous speech is speech by one or more speakers who do not have the floor. [We] further distinguish
between overlaps and simultaneous speech which do not lead to a speaker switch. Simultaneous speech
which does not precede a speaker switch is called non-interruptive simultaneous speech.

For their analysis Sellen [58] used several absolute measures based on a fixed session length of 16 minutes. In our
case, sessions varied in length, therefore requiring conversion to relative measures. The number of turns was converted
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to turn frequency, and the amount of simultaneous speech to the proportion of session time during which a given type
of speech occurred.

C ADDITIONAL DETAILS FOR RESULTS OF STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Figure 12 shows the F-values and descriptive statistics aggreagted for each factors of the two factorial within-sibject
ANOVA. Figure 13 shows the quantiles and median for all rating of the ux questionnaire items. Figure 14 shows the
quantiles and median for the semantic differential. Figure 15 shows all percentages of ratings of the comparative
questionnaire.

C.1 More dynamic turn taking during game

The results of our speech activity analysis shown Figure 12 indicate that turning was more dynamic during the game
given the following significant effects:

(1) Turn switches occurred more frequently
(2) Turns were shorter
(3) Group turns occurred more frequently
(4) Less time with only one person speaking
(5) More Simultaneous speech
(6) More none interruptive simultaneous speech
(7) Turns were more evenly distributed.
(8) Percentage of time only one person spoke was lower
(9) - not significant -
(10) Higher overlaps in speaker switches
(11) Lower switching time

C.2 Focus areas received different amounts of visual attention

(a)Heatmap of visual attention: In the game task, the con-
tent area at the bottom of the screen received significantly
more attention than the faces.
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(b) Distribution of visual attention: The proportion of session
time participants spent gazing at the different focus areas was
distributed differently during the game and the discussion.

Fig. 16. Results of eye tracking for the different tasks.
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Factor: System Factor: Task

Gazing Heads Tiled View 𝐹 and 𝑝-Value Discuss Game 𝐹 and 𝑝-Value

Turn Frequency/Minute 4.50
(1.1)

4.54
(0.7)

𝐹 (1, 18) = 0.028
p = 0.869

2.72
(1.1)

6.32
(1.1)

𝐹 (1, 18) = 291.247
p < 0.001

Turn Duration 16.26𝑠
(10.9)

15.36
(10.7)

𝐹 (1, 18) = 0.400
p = 0.535

23.73
(10.1)

7.89
(1.9)

𝐹 (1, 18) = 82.083
p < 0.001

Group Turn Freq./Minute 0.82
(0.8)

1.00
(1.0)

𝐹 (1, 18) = 5.046
p = 0.037

0.23
(0.2)

1.60
(0.7)

𝐹 (1, 18) = 123.869
p < 0.001

Turn Distribution (H) 1.93
(0.1)

1.93
(0.1)

𝐹 (1, 18) = 0.255
p = 0.620

1.90
(0.1)

1.96
(0.0)

𝐹 (1, 18) = 14.431
p = 0.001

Time one Person spoke 81.72%
(10.3)

80.62%
(10.9)

𝐹 (1, 18) = 1.140
p = 0.300

90.40%
(3.8)

72.0%
(5.9)

𝐹 (1, 18) = 242.338
p < 0.001

Simultaneous Speech 6.78%
(6.1)

8.23%
(6.9)

𝐹 (1, 18) = 3.949073
p = 0.062

2.90%
(2.7)

12.12%
(6.0)

𝐹 (1, 18) = 101.303
p < 0.001

non-Int. Simult. Speech 6.64%
(5.7)

7.50%
(5.8)

𝐹 (1, 18) = 1.883
p = 0.187

2.76%
(2.2)

11.39%
(4.9)

𝐹 (1, 18) = 135.425
p < 0.001

Interruptive Simult. Speech 2.48%
(2.2)

2.83%
(2.4)

𝐹 (1, 18) = 1.263
p = 0.276

1.04%
(1.2)

4.28%
(2.0)

𝐹 (1, 18) = 157.325
p < 0.001

Sim. Speech Taking Control 31.08%
(16.1)

26.67%
(11.6)

𝐹 (1, 18) = 1.677
p = 0.212

26.85%
(18.4)

30.90%
(7.7)

𝐹 (1, 18) = 2.771
p = 0.113

Speaker Switches Overlaps 34.34%
(17.2)

34.96
(17.0)

𝐹 (1, 18) = 0.059
p = 0.810

24.65%
(16.3)

44.64%
(10.7)

𝐹 (1, 18) = 67.024
p < 0.001

Switching Time 0.59𝑠
(0.8)

0.42𝑠
(0.6)

𝐹 (1, 18) = 2.037
p = 0.171

0.85𝑠
(0.8)

0.16𝑠
(0.4)

𝐹 (1, 18) = 37.438
p < 0.001

Focus Changes per Minute 58.76
(22.0)

60.42
(22.7)

𝐹 (1, 75) = 3.874
p = 0.053

58.29
(23.4)

60.88
(21.2)

𝐹 (1, 75) = 2.632
p = 0.109

Eye Contact per Minute 22.15
(13.6)

20.67
(11.8)

𝐹 (1, 75) = 7.480
p = 0.008

29.46
(12.1)

13.36
(6.9)

𝐹 (1, 75) = 195.247
p < 0.001

Eye Contact (% of Session) 18.9%
(12.3)

17.6%
(11.3)

𝐹 (1, 75) = 4.630
p = 0.036

26.88%
(10.32)

9.69%
(5.12)

𝐹 (1, 75) = 304.942
p < 0.001

Eye Contact Duration 0.52s
(0.2)

0.51s
(0.2)

𝐹 (1, 75) = 0.365
p = 0.365

0.58s
(0.2)

0.46s
(0.1)

𝐹 (1, 75) = 83.649
p < 0.001

Fig. 12. Speech and eye-gaze analysis. The first three columns compare our two systems, while averaging over the two tasks. The
remaining three columns compare tasks, while averaging over the two systems. Note that one session was interrupted due to network
problems. Hence, it needed to be excluded from the voice and eye-tracking analysis.

We analysed what proportion of a session participants spent looking at the different focus areas. The focus area was
added as the third predictor to the repeated measures ANOVA. Since Mauchly’s test indicated that the assumption of
sphericity had been violated for this predictor and all its interactions, the degrees of freedom were Greenhouse-Geisser
corrected. Interaction effects were analysed using a Bonferroni post-hoc test. As expected, the proportion of time
spent gazing was different among focus areas (𝐹 (3.21, 241.09) = 169.495, 𝑝 < 0.001). More importantly, there was an
interaction effect between the task participants worked on and the proportion of time they gazed at different focus
areas (𝐹 (3.21, 241) = 415, 𝑝 < 0.001). As shown in Figure 16b, for the discussion task, participants spend most of their
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Question System 25st Quantile Median 75st Quantile p-Value

It was exciting to follow the discussion GH 1.5 2 3 0.044TV 1 2 2

Turn-taking was difficult * GH 1* 2* 2* 0.084TV 0* 1* 2*

I was able to take control of the conversation
when I wanted to

GH 1 2 3 0.176TV 1 2 2

The conversation was highly interactive GH 1 2 3 <0.001TV 0 2 2

Sometimes I had the feeling I was excluded
from the conversation *

GH 1* 2* 3* 0.790TV 1* 2* 2*

I could not contribute anything to
the solution we came up with.

GH 2* 2* 3* 0.246TV 1* 2* 3*

The system was distracting me from
the conversation *

GH -0.5* 1* 2* <0.001TV 2* 2* 3*

During the experiment I had the feeling
we were all in the same room

GH -0.5 1 2 <0.001TV -2 -1 1

One does not get a good enough idea
of how people at the other end are reacting *

GH -1* 1* 2* 0.263TV -1* 1* 2*

I couldn’t get to know people very well
if I only met them over this system *

GH -1* 1* 2* 0.010TV -1* 0* 2*

I was always aware of
my partner’s presence

GH 1 2 3 0.002TV 1 2 2

It was easy for me to notice when
my conversation partners looked at me

GH 1 2 3 <0.001TV -2 -1 0

I knew when I was being addressed
by someone

GH 1 2 3 <0.001TV -1 1 2

I knew when someone was listening
to me or paying attention to me

GH 2 2 3 <0.001TV -1 1 2

It was easy to notice when my conversation
partners looked at someone else (other than me)

GH 1 2 3 <0.001TV -2 -1 0

I knew when I was not addressed
(but instead someone else was)

GH 1 2 2 <0.001TV -1 0 1

I knew when someone was listening or
paying attention to someone else (other than me)

GH 1 2 3 <0.001TV -1 0 1.5

It was easy to notice when my conversation
partners looked at no one (not at me or anybody)

GH -2 0 1 0.708TV -2 -1 1

I knew when someone was not following the
conversation, was thinking about something
or became distracted

GH 0 1 1 0.289TV 0 1 2

I knew when someone was thinking about something GH -1 1 1 0.993TV -1 0 1

Fig. 13. Detailed results of the UX questionnaire: Quantiles and median ratings. p-Values were obtained using a Wilcoxon
signed-rank test. Note: * indicates that the rating had been multiplied with -1 to account for the inverse phrasing of the question. The
scale ranges from “strongly disagree” (−3) to “strongly agree” (3).
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Attribute System 25st Quantile Median 75st Quantile

Sociable GH 1 2 3
TV 0 1 2

Personal GH 1 2 3
TV -1 1 2

Sensitive GH 1 1 2
TV 0 1 2

Warm GH 1 2 2
TV 0 1 2

Social presence GH 1 2 2
TV 0 1 2

Fig. 14. Detailed results of the semantic differential: Quantiles and median ratings

Preferred
Gazing Heads

Preferred
both equally

Preferred
Tiled View p-Value

Which system would you recommend to your friends and
colleagues? 49.37% 18.99% 31.65% 0.052

For which system was turn-taking easier? 50.63% 30.38% 18.99% < 0.001

Which system facilitated a more natural interaction with
your conversation partners? 62.03% 18.99% 18.99% < 0.001

With which system was the interaction more engaging/exciting? 87.34% 8.86% 3.80% < 0.001

Which system was better for noticing if your conversation
partners were paying attention to you or someone/something else? 91.14% 6.33% 2.53% < 0.001

With which system was the interaction more social? 62.03% 25.32% 12.66% < 0.001

Which system would you choose for a meeting where you
intend to persuade other people? 50.63% 21.52% 27.85% 0.015

Which system would you like to use for the interview? 72.15% 7.59% 20.25% < 0.001

Fig. 15. Detailed results of the compartive questionaires: Participants preferences regarding the two systems.

time looking at the centre interlocutor (𝑀 = 32.1%, 𝑆𝐷 = 12.2%). The second and third largest proportions of time were
spent looking at the left (𝑀 = 25.9%,𝑆𝐷 = 11.8%) and the right interlocutor (𝑀 = 24.0%, 𝑆𝐷 = 10.3%) with no significant
difference between them. The fourth largest proportion of time was spent looking off-screen (𝑀 = 14.6%, 𝑆𝐷 = 12.2%).
The significantly smallest amount of time was spent looking at the empty content area (𝑀 = 1.42%,𝑆𝐷 = 3.04%) and the
remaining screen (𝑀 = 0.98%, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.21%) with no significant difference between them.

For the game, the main difference is that participants looked at the content area (𝑀 = 46.2%, 𝑆𝐷 = 15.1%) significantly
more than any other focus area, which is unsurprising since it contained game-relevant information. The second,
third and fourth largest proportion of time was spent looking at the centre (𝑀 = 18.9%, 𝑆𝐷 = 8.31%), left (𝑀 = 14.0%,
𝑆𝐷 = 6.59%) and right interlocutor (𝑀 = 13.4%, 𝑆𝐷 = 6.79%). Again the centre interlocutor was gazed at significantly
more than the left and right one. The left and right interlocutors received similar gaze times. Participants looked off-
screen (𝑀 = 5.60%, 𝑆𝐷 = 5.30%) significantly less than any face or the content areas but significantly more frequently
than on the remaining screen showing no content (𝑀 = 0.83%, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.67%).
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As a result the frequency of mutual eye was significantly (𝐹 = 195,𝑝 < 0.01) reduced by 54.6% during the game
(𝑀 = 13.380𝑚𝑖𝑛−1) in comparison to the discussion (𝑀 = 29.460𝑚𝑖𝑛−1). The duration of mutual eye contact was also
significantly (𝐹 = 83.6, 𝑝 < 0.001) reduced by 20% during the game (𝑀 = 0.458𝑠 , 𝑆𝐷 = 0.144𝑠) in comparison to the
discussion (𝑀 = 0.577𝑠 , 𝑆𝐷 = 0.193𝑠). The overall share of session spend gazing with mutual gazes was significantly
(𝐹 = 305, 𝑝 < 0.001) lower the game (𝑀 = 9.69%, 𝑆𝐷 = 5.12%) in comparison to the discussion (𝑀 = 26.9%, 𝑆𝐷 = 10.3%).
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